
Cyber security
for everyone



Enterprise security
We focus on identifying your challenges and deliver

enterprise security services tailored to your use cases.

OUR  SERV ICES

Security consulting
It's necessary to avoid risks, protect information, detect

and respond to attacks to ensure business continuity.

Cloud security
Rabbon provides a modular range of cloud security

services, enabling our clients to fully support their digital

transformation journey based on cloud technology.



ENTERPRISE
SECURITY



Enhance your cyber defence capability. 

Rabbon is a trusted partner on your digital transformation

journey. We put our clients’ needs at the heart of our

delivery strategies. 

Security needs to be at the forefront, so we can achieve a

successful digital transformation. That’s why we start

integrating security controls when we begin designing and

implementing technology. We focus on identifying your

challenges and deliver enterprise security services tailored

to your use cases. 

Regardless of whether you are a growing business or a global multi-

national with multiple branch offices, you face increasingly complex

and evolving cyber-security challenges in a connected world.

Whether you need to prevent unauthorised network access, re-direct

spam emails or establish a security governance framework, we are

your one-stop partner ready to address any of your security

concerns, seeking to create value with you for the long-term. Entrust

your security to us with peace of mind. 

Our 3Ps- Plan, Protect and Predict framework is core of our

comprehensive enterprise services which aims to improve security

posture of your enterprise. 

Plan Protect Predict



Backup and Recovery

Backing up data is critical for any data-

driven business. It is important to backup

and restore data to ensure uninterrupted

business operations. We help you create

backup and recovery strategies, a cloud-

based solution that keeps you from

losing data, customers, and reputation.

Security Assurance Services

A Security Assurance can help your

organization save time, money and

reputation. Know your information

security risks before a hacker does. Our

tested methodology ensures that you can

preserve the integrity, confidentiality and

availability of your information and

resources.

Infrastructure Security

With complex, business-driven

applications, the scope of security has

expanded. There is no single solution that

can provide security, so it is necessary to

embed security at all levels of the

infrastructure. Our services include

firewall security, web application security,

and router/switch security.

Endpoint security

In today’s world business are driven

by data. Data is everywhere: in our

mobile devices, tablets and PCs. Our

endpoint security services provide

endpoint hardening and monitoring to

help you achieve secure business

operations.

Identity Access Management

In today’s world business are driven by

data. Data is everywhere: in our mobile

devices, tablets and PCs. Our endpoint

security services provide endpoint

hardening and monitoring to help you

achieve secure business operations.

Email Security

Email is critical to any business

operation. Today, email services are

used to attack businesses through

phishing attacks, infected attachments,

and drive-by downloads. We mitigate the

risks associated with email through

technology and training.



SECURITY
CONSULTING 



Helping our customers understand risks,

prepare for cyber-attacks and respond quickly

to incidents 

Introduction 

Cybersecurity is the foundation of trust you

need for your digital transformation. We

encourage our clients to embrace a true

digital culture of resilience and trust.

Cybersecurity is the key element of your

digital journey. Therefore, it is necessary to

avoid risks, protect information, detect and

respond to attacks to ensure business

continuity. 

Our approach is structured around the security

lifecycle with the 3 Ps: Plan, Protect and Predict.

Additionally, our Firehawk SOC service enables

our clients to detect and respond to security

incidents. 

Organizations are increasingly under assault

from cyber and physical attacks. As those

attacks become more holistic in nature, so does

the complexity of protection and response.

Countering the threats requires a multi-pronged

strategy, but few businesses have the time or

experience to cover every aspect. Even

recognizing what needs to be done can be a

challenge. When that’s the case, let us identify

and fill the gaps while you focus on the day-

today running of your organization.  



Cyber Security Strategy

Cybersecurity is an integral part of any

business operation and protecting your

critical assets is a top priority. We help

you develop a cybersecurity strategy that

helps you align security with business

operations. Our consultants will help you

identify key risks and assets and develop

a resilient strategy that meets your

current and future operational needs.

GRC  Consulting

Identifying and managing key risks is

critical to your business operations.

Failure to comply with industry

regulations can cost your business

dearly. Our consultants can help you

effectively manage risk and compliance

with our GRC tool ORCA. We specialise

in regulations like GDPR, PCI DSS and

PSPF.

Security Assesments

Our comprehensive security assessment

will help you identify vulnerabilities,

threats and attack surfaces of your cyber

infrastructure. The result of the security

assessment is a detailed report on the

cyber state of your organization. Based

on our assessments, our consultants

provide remediation actions and

recommendations to help you ensure

uninterrupted business operations.

Security Awareness Training

Security is only as secure as its weakest

link. An inadequately trained workforce is

proven to be the weakest link. Our training

programs can be tailored to your needs.

Our training programs will help your staff

be cyber aware.

Infrastructure Security

Consulting

The ultimate proactive security approach to

securing your infrastructure. Our

consultants provide insights from an

attacker’s perspective to help you build a

resilient infrastructure.

Cloud Security Consulting

The complexity of cloud infrastructure is

still a mystery to many organizations.

Our cloud security experts can help you

build a secure cloud infrastructure. Our

expert advice combined with our CACS

solution provides state-of-the-art cloud

infrastructure security.



CLOUD
SECURITY



Cloud computing is a better way to run

your business. We secure your

business. 

Rabbon provides a modular range of cloud security

services, enabling our clients to fully support their

digital transformation journey based on cloud

technology. 

Security and privacy risks arising from the shared,

on-demand nature of cloud platforms continues to

be a barrier to cloud adoption. With the growing

number of cyber-attacks and the lack of direct

control, customers increasingly need assurance that

cloud monitoring is robust, their data is secure, and

their privacy is not being compromised. 

We support your organisation into the architectural

design activities, migration, implementation and

interconnection of Private, Hybrid and Public Cloud

to fit with your business constraints. 

Our multidisciplinary Cloud Security

consultants help you to define and disseminate

a safety culture across your organization, build

your security governance and enable 24/7

managed cloud security services responding

against new cyber risks all around the globe. 



Advanced Migration

Our consultants can either help organizations

to support targeted move-to-cloud

operations towards private, hybrid or public

Clouds, or establish large-scale Cloud

Migration Factories.

Rabbon Advanced Migration Services

includes for targeted applications or entire IT

estate, we also deliver post-migration

services.

Cloud Security Assesments

Our cloud security assessment is based

on international and Australian standards

like CIS, CCM and cloud security

guidance.

Our security assurance services help you

determine the level of compliance of

technical security controls with

applicable regulatory, legal and standard

requirements.

Cloud Economoics

Plan the financial aspects of your

migration to the cloud and optimise your

resource consumption.

Our experts are here to help you build

your business case and work alongside

you to deliver the Cloud Cost.

Management activities suited to your cloud

strategy (private, public, hybrid and

multicloud: AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google

Cloud, Red Hat, VMware).

Cloud Monitoring

Cloud native usecases deployed on our

Firehawk solution for proactive

monitoring solution. Our CACS solution

will enable you to operate cloud securely

at all times

Cloud Advisory

Cloud Governance, Migration strategy,

Application assessments, Process

Architecture, Sourcing strategy and

Discovery Assessment.

Cloud Architecture and

Deployment

Technical Architecture security

assessments, Private Cloud

Deployments, Public Cloud connectivity,

Cloud management deployment, secure

serverless deployments.



WHY
RABBON

Keep your business safe
and secure



Highly-experienced team of security experts 
Our people make all the difference. Our team brings years of extensive experience with domain

knowledge and skills in: - IT security incident management, response handling and investigation

- Vulnerability assessment and penetration testing - IT security governance, risk assessment and

compliance  

Leading certification and accreditation  

Elaborate on how this negatively impacts people and their experiences.

Regulatory compliant processes

We believe in streamlining our processes against industry certified methodologies so you

can be assured of fastest response times and delivery efficiencies.  

Industry-leading and vendor-agnostic technology

platform  

Our strategic alliances with a rich ecosystem of industry-leading security solution providers

ensure that we deliver only the best-in-class solutions available in the marketplace today.

Choose from flexible deployment options including premise-based, cloud or hybrid security

solutions that best meet your specific security requirements. Gain significant savings with

the flexibility and predictability of monthly recurring subscription which lowers the total cost

of ownership (TCO).   

Regional coverage and deployment 
We are able to simplify security delivery with-in your

regional area.  



Rabbon 
Headqauters- Level 36, 1 Macquarie Pl. Sydney NSW 2000

enquiries@rabbon.com.au | 02 8051 3207

Rabbon Corporation Pty Ltd is a registered businesses in NSW, Australia. 
ABN -  21 647 496 526

 


